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Providing IT professionals with 
comprehensive device and app 
management

The Windows 10 Enterprise operating system enables you to access files and 
collaborate with teams from anywhere, across all your devices. At the same time, 
you’ll get the same level of security and control used by some of the world’s 
largest and most complex organisations in a format especially designed for small 
businesses. Windows 10 Enterprise provides additional security and management 
options to support the specialised needs of businesses that process sensitive 
data, operate in regulated industries with strict compliance requirements, develop 
software in-house, and are publicly traded or aspiring to issue an IPO. With this 
most secure edition of Windows, keep data, devices, and identities protected 
while you seamlessly run your business. 

KEY FEATURES ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intelligent security
Advanced security features, powered by cloud intelligence, proactively protect 
your business against modern threats and ensure that sensitive data, identities, 
and devices are protected from cybersecurity threats. Employees have the 
freedom and flexibility to access sensitive data on a variety of devices, so you can 
ensure that employees see highly sensitive data only on a need-to-know basis.

Device management
Comprehensive and flexible device management is done on your terms and 
supports on-premises, cloud, or both.

Control for your IT staff
With comprehensive device and app control, your IT team will be able to 
customise the features and apps you use as well as remotely manage and secure 
devices.

Windows Defender Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)
ATP detects, investigates, and corrects endpoint threats, enhancing your 
response capabilities.
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KEY BENEFITS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Partner-managed IT
We can deploy, manage, and secure your devices for you on-premises, in the 
cloud, or both. We’ll provide comprehensive management and support related to 
implementation, users, subscription ordering, and configuration of services and 
devices.

Enhanced productivity
With an intuitive user experience, Windows 10 has built-in tools and features that 
help you collaborate and work efficiently.

Simplified licensing and costs
The per-user, per-month pricing and a pay-as-you-go subscription model provide 
the flexibility to scale as your business needs change. There are no seat minimums 
or limits, no device counting, and no upfront costs.

Easy deployment
Deploy easily via the cloud with 1-click configuration. You’ll have maximum 
application compatibility with minimal cost and effort, plus simplified updates.

GET IN TOUCH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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